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We calculate, for a number of cases, the cosmic temperature at which 

primordial quarks condense into baryons, within a field theory of partially 

confined quarks that enjoys temr rary asymptotic freedom. We assume that 

the mass of a quark in a dense quark anti-quark medium is a monotonic func

tion of the medium - that is we assume the validity of the so-called "Arch

imedes effect". We show that, within such mode1!, unbound quark lifetimes 

are larger than the age of the universe at the t.me of the transition and 

that the Archimedes effect implies that the change of the medium from free 

to bound quarks is a phase transition.

Abstract
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In those models of hadrons in which quarks are partially confined,^ one

expects that, in the early, high temperature stages of the standard model of

2
the big bang, hadronic matter and antimatter exist in the form of free quarks. 

More generally, in any quark model, for sufficiently high cosmic temperatures 

hadron densities should be sufficiently large so that overlapping precludes 

identification of a quark as a constituent of any one hadron. As the universe 

cools and expands, however, a transition temperature is reached at which 

quark matter condenses into hadronic matter. The purpose of this note is to 

present calculations of this temperature in a specific class of models.

3
We proceed within the scenario reviewed recently by one of us. Our 

purpose is to test the scenario by doing a definite calculation of the temper

ature at which synthesis takes place. It appears plausible that the relative 

quark-quark separation, d, is roughly the -'nverse of the running momentum Q 

which is used to define the renormalized running mass^, m (Q), and the running 

coupling constant, as(Q), of quarks within the renormalization group approach, 

since the average separation "defines" the average effective momentum of the 

exchanged gluon. We assume this connection exists: The quark masses are 

small for large density and rise, as the density falls, toward their liberated
5

quark values; this variation has been called the Archimedes effect. As 

the initially hot, dense universe expands, the falling density implies a

rising quark mass. Elementary statistical mechanics arguments give

-3
a second relation between the quark density, n ^ (CT)~ , and the quark 

mass. We therefore determine a self-consistent separation d(T) in the 

course of maximizing the entropy of a system of quarks, antiquarks, nucleons, 

and anti nucleons. As d and m increase, hadrons become both non-overlapping 

and stable. We find that the self-consistent m is relatively slowly varying

I. Introduction
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with temperature above the synthesis temperature, T , but that at T , it 

is almost always discontinuous.

Our results for Tc and m(T) have two applications:

(1) There has been considerable interest recently in computing the cosmic

-9
ratio of baryons to photons (10 ) within models that enjoy nonconservation 

of both baryon number and CP.^ In these models, generation of excess baryons 

over antibaryons occur at some time after the rate for reactions involving 

B ard CP violation becomes slower than the rate of expansion of the universe, 

but must be completed before the time when baryons are synthesized from quarks.

We compute this time in models such as that of Ref. 1.

(2) It has been argued by Okun and Zeldovitch7 that models involving heavy, 

free, unstable quarks in the early universe can be ruled out since the rapid 

decay of the quarks would essentially wipe out any excess of quarks ov*»r anti

quarks prior to the formation of baryons. This comment was based on older 

estimates of quark lifetimes; better estimates are given in Ref. 3 and arrive 

at longer lifetimes. Furthermore the comment did not take into account the 

fact that, at high densities, through the Archimedes effect, the quarks have

3
smaller mass and hence their decay rates are suppressed. Our results for the 

variation of m with temperature are that in goes from low values, at which quark 

decay is kinematically suppressed, to high values, at which the synthesis of 

baryons is accomplished, in most cases discontinuously and, in all cases considered, 

in too small a temperature (and hence time) interval to allow any appreciable 

amount of quark decays. Thus, the observation of Okun and Zeldovich is limited 

in applicability to those models which do not enjoy (temporary) asymptotic 

freedom.^

In this note we arsume that baryons are described by a theory with 

partial confinement^ and that the theory enjoys either asymptotic freedom or
O

temporary freedom. Our qualitative conclusions should hold also for theories with
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complete color confinement.

II. Procedure

We consider a system of colored, flavored quarks of mass m in equili 

brium with baryons of mass m^. The entropy is given by

nn • nn 1 (Nn "nn -nn )'a Q , a  Q , d  Q,oi Q , a  Q,ai Q , a

n (nb ,b;)

(2.1)
2

6 nB,6' nB,B' (NB,6"nB,e):(NB,B'nB,6):

where a and 6 labels cells in phase space, Q and B distinguish quark from 

baryon, r." is the density of particles/antiparticles, and N is the density 

of states g d3p/(2-i(l) 3 with g the statistical weight of each momentum state. 

In the usual way we maximize x.n S subject to the two subsidiary conditions

n = z [n* +3n* -nZ -3n~ ] 
a B,a b,a

(2.2)

U = I [(n* +n~ )En + (n* +n" )ER ]
Q,a y,a Q,a B,a B,a B,a

(2.3)

by introducting Lagrange multipliers. The result is the usual equilibrium 

number distribution



with p replaced by -y in the similar expression for n^ and with y replaced by 

+3y and gq replaced by gg in the number densities for baryons and antibaryons. 

The chemical potential v is to be fixed by (2.2); 6 is (kT)~^. We have

evaluated quark energies in (2.3) in the ideal gas approximation; however,

we incorporate gluon exchange and loop corrections in an approximate way

below to the extent that the renormalization group is used to make the quark 

mass a function of particle density.

What is usually done next is to form the Saha Equation from the parti

tion functions.

by taking combinations of (2.4) and its anal >gues that, in the Maxwell - 

Boltzmann approximation, are independent of y

It is interesting to notice that, in tnis approximation, the particle-anti- 

particle ratios are related by

(2.5)

In practice one desires a dimensionless ratio to give the fraction of particles 

that are bound and thus each factor in the Saha Eq. (2.5) is usually divided
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by the total number of bound plus free particles; in this case 3n£ + nj;.
D ^

For the present work, we need a generalization of this procedure J'hat 

takes into account the full distribution (2.4). To that end we calculate 

from (2.4) and its analogues, the ratio of free quarks to the total number 

•.f quarks ,

We will consider that a transition has L'tvjn i i 'r from quark matter to baryonic 

matter when the ratio X~ falls below 1/10.

We now turn to the evaluation of m. Following the treatment of Georgi 

g
and Politzer, we write the renormalization group equations in the one loop

p
approximation (valid for small g /4tt) as

Q is the running renormalization momentum. The sum in (2.8) i-s over quark flavors. 

These equations can be solved numerically; however, for our purposes it is 

sufficient to use the approximate analytic solutions (exact when Q >> m)

(2.7)

(2.8)

-1
(2.9)

-12
m = C 2[>n Q + 25 (2.10)
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We will use several different choices for C-j and that seem consistent 

with our present experimental knowledge. Because of the one loop approxi-

O
matirn (2.9) and (2.10) are only valid where g / 4 t t is small (this is also the

region where our analytic approximation (2.9) and (2.10) are good) so that

2
we do not know m(Q) in the region where, say, g /4tt >1/2. In this region 

we will try two different ansatzes: for the first we will take m(Q) to be 

linearly rising, with decreasing Q, to its physical (liberated) value m

... (raDh-m(Q0» « H > 1> „  ,u

2
where Qq is the Q value where g /4^ = 1/2 anc O-j is the value where m reaches 

mph' ^ave c^ec^ecl tliâ  our results are verY nearly independent of the 

values of m ^ and . For the second, more gradual variation, we use (2.10) 

in the entire region m(Q) < m

We now assume that the Archimedes principle is valid, i.e., that the 

density of quarks, n, is a monotonic function of the running renormalization 

point Q. For definiteness we take

n = ^Q3 (2.12)

Field theory considerations suggest that the interparticle spacing, 3, is re-

-3
lated to the momentum transfer Q by 3 = 1/Q; with n ^ (<T) we have C^l in (2.12).

On the other hand we can determine C through the average quark momentum p by

-3
identifying Q with p. This gives C^(2tt) . We compare below the results for 

this value with those for C = 1.
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The density n on the left hand side of (2.12) can be

nQ + V  3nB * 3"l0
+

according to whether (or not) one makes the approximation that color singlet 

nucleons cannot contribute to the Archimides effect; in the high density 

limit there are no nucleons so that the question is moot. Our qualitative 

results in Section III are insensitive to which of these choices is made.

Our calculation is then as follows: (1) We choose C-| and (2) We

choose a temperature. (3) We perform the following self consistency calcula

tion: we choose a large value for n(n.. ), find Q from it with (2.12), and 

use m(Q) from (2.10) (or (2.11)) in (2.4) and its analogues to determine

the particle densities obtaining an n .. If n . is lower than n. we choose
3 out out in

a lower n. and recalculate. When n . = n. we have n(T) = n = n. , i.e., 
in out in v ' out in’

we take this to be the physical density for the given temperature. We then 

know from (2.4) the nucleon and quark densities, and from (2.6) the fraction 

of quarks that are bound.

III. Results for the Early Universe

Following the discussion of the previous section, we have programmed

the calculation of nQut as a function of n.^. For given temperature and

chemical potential the computer searches for the self-consistent value n ^ =

n. . The chemical potential is close to zero for the early universe. A small

non-zero y does not change our results which are for y = 0.

The curves n .(n. ) are as follows: As n. goes to °° , Q qoes to °°, 
out in in 3 3

nout goes hi’shest possible value, the density of zero mass particles.

As n. goes to zero, nQut goes to its lowest possible value, the density of
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physical mass quarks. The curves n .fn. ) are shown schematically in
out in J

Figure 1. For kT ■ m ^ , nout(n^n ) is roughly constant and the^e is one

solution of nou^(n-jn) = n^n- For kT - m ^ the curve has an S-shape; it is

roughly constant for n. large enough so that m (Q(n. )) •- kT (n . in this case
in 3  ̂ q v '' i n "  out

is approximately equal to the density of zero mass particles); as n^n de

creases below the value for which Q(n. ) Q , n , falls exponentially until
x in o out K J

mq(Q(nin )) = mPh' fr°r smaller n ^ ,  if is a constant, m Thus, as

kT falls below m there are either, at first, three solutions or, for still

lower temperatures, one (low-density) solution of n . (n. ) = n. . In the
out in' in

region with three solutions, which one gives the physical value of the quark 

density? Clearly, the answer is that solution for which the entropy is largest,

i.e., the disordered solution with the lowest quark mass and highest density.

Our resu’t for the density of quarks, no , is then that, in most cases, 

n^ falls gradually as T decreases until the S-shaped curve of Figure 1 fails 

to intersect the 5̂° line except at the low n (high m^) intersection. At 

this temperature the equilibrium quark distribution changes abruptly from 

relatively low-mass, hi qh-density Quarks toJiijh-mass, 1 ow-density quarks .

This is the transition temperature. This picture holds for both functional 

relations between m and Q; the rapid linear dependence of (2.11) or the 

slower logarithmic variation of (2.10). The S-shaped curve is steeper in 

the central, vertical region for the case of (2.10).

For both cases and for almost all values of the parameters C-j, C^, and 

C, there is an abrupt transition from the thr.v* solution regime to the one 

solution regime; this behavior corresponds to a phase transition from quark 

matter to hadronic matter. It is a result of the proceedure of finding a 

self-consistent value for the quark mass. Analogous calculations for non- 

Archimedes phenomena do not show phase transitions; examples of such cases
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are nucleosynthesis at T -0.8 x 10 'K and "recombination" (e+p H + y )

4

around 1 = 1 0  K. In addition extensive investigation has been carried

10
out by neny workers or, QCD predictions for quark stars. These calculations 

have included in perturbation theory the contribution of the gluon field 

and of interactions to the energy density. They have also included a running 

renormalization point, Q, equated to the chemical potential u; they have 

not, however, included the Archimedes effect; i.e. a variation of quark mass 

with Q. Most of these workers have not found the hadronic matter - quark 

matter transition in stars to be a phase transition. We cannot easily 

generalize our calculations to the larje chemical potentials needed in quark 

stars because the ideal gas approximation would then be suspect. If we ignore 

this problem, and if we assume t*«at the Archimedes effect constitutes a valid 

approximation, then the qualitative conclusion is that quark matter should 

exist within stars of sufficiently high density and temperature. (The 

necessary temperature may be well in exress of anything likely in a real

istic neutron star.) The transition from baryons to ouarks would sometimes 

be a phase transition but, for other values of the input parameters, quarks 

and baryons could coexist over a range of temperatures. An example of a 

phenomena for which a phase transition may occur is the disappearance (or 

reappearance) of spontaneous symmetry breaking at high temperature.^

In Table 1 we give numerical results for the transition temperature 

for several different choices of the parameters C-p C^, and C of Section

II. The uncertainties in these parameters mak*> a definite quantitative result 

impossible but we can draw some general qualitative conclusions.

From the table one sees that, for the whole range of cases studied, the 

temperature wnere baryons synthesize from quarks, T , is above the region

9
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T £ 10lloK . 12 Tc is therefore high enough for these calculations not to 

have any effect on the usual nucleosynthesis calculation. With regard to the 

argument of Okun and Zeldovitch' on decay of liberated quarks, it is important 

to note from the Table that, for the likely range of g /4n(lGeV) (0.2-0.5) 

the transition from high-density, light quarks to heavy (and hence bound) 

quarks occurs for light quark masses of tens of MeV. Hence there is no 

opportunity for free quark decay. One may also note that even in the low 

quark mass regime there is for a few cases, a non-negligible component of 

bound quarks before the phase transition.

Quark lifetimes are discussed in detail in Ref. 3. For all cases where 

a phase transition occurs at a critical temperature for which m^(Q(n(T))) <- , 

the mass of the pi on, the quarks can only decay into leptons. Quark life

times are then rouqhly

xq * 3 x 10'3 (m (Q)/100 MeV )  ̂ sec (3.1)

where we have taken q -* v + y to be the dominant dccay mode in this regime.

The lifetime (3.1) is for all cases (where we have m < m at the transition)
q it

considered in Table 1 larger than the age of the universe at the time of the 

transition; the universe's age is given by

where T is in °K. Thus we do not expect that a large fraction of the quarks 

can decay before the conversion to baryonic matter.

In the cases where at the transition temperature, the quark
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lifetime is governed by q -* - + lepton. The lifetime for this case is estimated

-4
in Ref. 3 to be greater than 10 seconds; this, we see from (3.2) and the Table, 

is again greater than the age of the universe at the transition.

In summary, we have calculated the temperature at which, in a field theory 

with partial confinement and (temporary) asymptotic freedom, the quark - matter/ 

baryon - matter transition takes place. Wa make use of the Archimedes effect, 

quark mass monotonically decreasing with increasing quark density. Our results, 

for a number of values of the parameters of the model, are given in Table 1.

We find, in particular: (1) that the transition from quark matter to baryonic 

matter is, in most cases, a phase transition; and (2) that the quark's mass, 

prior to the transition, is too small to allow the quarks to decay before 

baryons are formed.
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Figure 1. Illustrative curves for the output density in terms of the input 

density at a fixod temperature. Curve 1 is for kT^ > n^. Curves 

2 and 3 are for > kl^ > kT^. The dashed lines are the densities 

in the zero mass limit. The solutions for the physical quark 

densities are where the curves intersect the 45° line.

table 1. The temperatures at which baryons synthesize from quarks for various 

values of the parameters C, C-j, C^. The first column gives the

choice of C in equation (2.12). rhe second column gives the

2
g /4n value at Q=1 GeV used to fix Ĉ  from (2.9). The third

column gives the value of the light quark mass at Q=1 GeV used

to fix Cg from (2.10). The fourth column indicates whether the

2
straight line or log approximation was used for g /4tt > 0.5.

The Tc values are in the fifth column. The quark masses in the sixth 

column are the value at T , which is usually the physical mass of

10 GeV, and the quark mass for a temperature one unit in the last 

significant figure higher. The last column gives the fraction of 

quarks that are bound at the lower mass and the fraction that are 

free at the higher mass. For example, the first row shows that 

at T = 3.658 x 10^ °K the quark mass was 81 MeV and 4 out of every 

lO^cuarks were bound while at 3.657 x 10^°K the quark mass had 

jumped to 10 GeV and less than 1 out of every 10 quarks were free.

Captions
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TABLE 1

Q f^lGeV)
I

m (3GeV)
straight 
line or 

log
Tc w

Fraction 
bound or 

free

n1' 3 .2 20 MeV log 3.657 x 1011 81 MeV 

10 P°V
4/1 o'* bound 

<1/10100 free

n1''3 .2 20 MeV s .1. 1.13 x 1012 33 MeV 

10 GeV

2/103 bound 
1/1039 free

n1' 3 .3 20 MeV s.l. 3.53 x 1012 30 MeV 

10 GeV

2/10 bound 
3/1012 free

n1' 3 .5 20 MeV log |

. |

2.29 x 1012 82 MeV 

10 GeV

1/10 bound 
1/10^8 free

n V 3

■ -1

.5 20 MeV
1

s.l. J 8.98 x 1012 26 MeV 

10 GeV

4/10 bound 

1/10^ free

n1/3 1.8 20 MeV log 6.14 x 1012 116 MeV 

10 GeV

4/10 bound 

1/106 free

n1/3 1.8 20 MeV s.l. 2.70 x 10]3 
2.60 x 10j, 
2.51 x lO^ 
2.50 x 10U

20 MeV
500 MeV 
2.27 GeV 

10 GeV
1/2
1 '10 .free

2,n1/3 .3 20 MeV log 2.41 x 1011 59 MeV 

10 GeV

17
2/10 bound 

<1/I0l00 free

2.H1/3 .3 20 MfeV s.l. 6.7 x 1011 28 MeV 

10 GeV

6/106 bound 
2/1067 free

? J/3CT\T\ 1.8 20 MeV log 1.16 x 1012 52 MeV 

10 GeV

2/103 bound 
1/1040 free

2»n1/3 1.8 20 MeV s.l. 4.30 x 1012 20 MeV 

10 GeV

3/10 bound 

5/10^0 free

r,1' 3 .2 200 MeV log 1.095 x 1012 490 MeV 

10 GeV

1 /50 bound 

2/1040 free

n>'3 .2 200 MeV s.l.

12
1.39 x lO1̂ 347 MeV 

10 GeV

3/102 bound 
4/1032 free

n1' 3 .3 200 MeV log 1.852 x 1012 536 MeV 

10 GeV

2/10 bound 
2/1023 free

n1' 3 .3 200 MeV s.l. 3.58 x 1012 300 MeV 

10 GeV

3/10 bound 

4/1012 free



n'

LL



M J^deev) mq(36eV)
straight 
line or 

log Tc
m (T ) 
q c'

Fraction 
bound or 

free

(n+3nN) 1/3 .2 20 MeV s.l. 9.6 x 1011 35 MeV 

10 GeV

4/104 bound 
461/1 0 0 free

(n+3nN)1/3 .3 20 MeV s.l. 3.12 x 1012 30 MeV 

8.5 GeV

2/10 bound 
1/1011 free


